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KLEIBERIT Cleaner 826.0 is a clear, 

“oily” fluid, with a very high flame point 

Fields of application 
A) To clean mixing heads used for the 

mechanical application of PUR adhesives 
B) To clean melting baths which have been 

used for processing PUR adhesives 
 

Important! 

Use only for machine parts and melting baths! 

Do NOT use for cleaning bonded surfaces! 

 

Re. A) 
In those cases where two-component PUR 
adhesives are applied by an application plant, 
deposits will form on the surface of the mixing 
chamber, when it not used for an extended period 
of time. These deposits can affect the quality of the 
mixture. The intervals between which the mixing 
chamber must be cleaned are dependant upon 
different factors and must be determined by 
individual tests. (Influencing factors can be the size 
of the mixing chamber, the rpm. of the mixing tool, 
pot life, tact frequency, etc.) 

Cleaning 
1. Remove mixing chamber and dismantle. 

 
2. Place dismantled parts in a metal container 

and fill the container with KLEIBERIT 

Cleaner 826.0. 
 

3. Heat the cleaner to 180°C (not more) The 
temperature must be kept at this level until 
all traces of adhesive etc., have been 
removed. According to the degree of 
contamination, this process can take 
between 1-3 hours. 

 
4. Should any stubborn traces remain, 

remove with a steel brush. Wash all parts 
down with water or solvent and dry 
thoroughly. 

 

Re. B) 
1. In the case of melting baths which have 

large amounts of adhesive deposits, 
proceed as follows. Heat to 180-200°C and 
remove the deposits. Then place a suitably 

sized, heat-resistant container underneath 
the bath. 

 

Fill the bath with KLEIBERIT Cleaner 826.0 
until it is 3 – 4 cm below the edge of the bath, 
and heat to at least 180°C. Roller applicator 
plants must be allowed to operate and the 
dosing lip must be closed. 

 

3. The heated Cleaner 826.0 must remain in 
the bath for at least 1 hour until the caked 
deposits can be loosened with a spatula or 
sharpened piece of wood. Remove the 
deposits from the bath. 

 
4.  Once the bath has been emptied and has 

cooled, any remaining traces of KLEIBERIT 

Cleaner 826.0 must be removed with 

KLEIBERIT Thinner + Cleaner 821.0, 
otherwise subsequent bonding could be 
negatively affected.  

 

Packaging  
Metal can, 4·5 kg net 
 

Storage  
KLEIBERIT Cleaner 826.0 can be stored in  
the original container at normal temperatures for 
approx. 1 year. 
The cleaner freezes at temperatures between  
-10 and -20°C.  Exposure to frost does not damage 
the product.  The cleaner goes back to liquid state 
at room temperature. 
 
 
EX1007; replaces previous versions
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Waste Disposal 

Disposal of contents and/or containers should comply with all applicable federal, 

state and local regulations. 

Our containers are made of recyclable material. 

Service 

Our application department may be consulted at any time without obligation. The 

statements made herein are based on our experience gained to date. They are to be 

considered as information without obligation. Please test and establish for yourself 

the suitability of our products for your particular purposes. No liability exceeding the 

value of our product can be derived from the foregoing statements. This also applies 

to the technical consultancy service which is rendered free of charge and without 

obligation. 

 


